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BURLINGTON HOUSE NEWS

FELLOWSHIP

STATUTE REFORM

FUTURE OF
MANIFESTO

At the Extraordinary General
Meeting held on 26th September
2020 at Burlington House and
virtually via Zoom, Fellows voted
overwhelmingly to adopt Council’s
proposed amendments to the statutes
to reform the way in which the
Society should deal in the future
with allegations and complaints
about the behaviour of Fellows.
The revised statutes contain specific
text to provide for the establishment
of an Ethical Conduct Panel, and to
amend Order No. 2 (on exceptions
to online voting covering matters of
misconduct by Fellows, a provision
no longer needed). In addition,
a new Order No.4. was adopted
which defines Ethical Misconduct
and sets out the circumstances in
which an investigatory process will
be triggered. These measures were
adopted by a vote of 558 in favour of
the proposal and 72 against.
Finally, Order No.5 was adopted,
which, in response to the COVID 19
pandemic, temporarily amends the
balloting voting procedures to elect
new Fellows.

Council would like to thank all the
Fellows from the UK and around the
world who, through the technology
of the internet, were able to take
part in the important modernisation
of the Society’s governance, and the
hard work of the staff who made the
meeting possible.

John S.C. Lewis
General Secretary
We are grateful to those Fellows
who responded to the President’s
invitation to volunteer to join the
independent Ethical Conduct Body.
Once a Chair is in place, they will
select the members of the Body.
The remit of the Body is to
investigate cases of alleged
infringement of our Code of
Behaviours and complaints about
the behaviour of Fellows and, where
necessary, to determine appropriate
sanctions.

DIVERSITY AND
EQUALITY
At the request of Council, a new
working group was set up in
September 2020 to examine longstanding issues regarding equality,
diversity and inclusivity at the
Society and to outline recommendations for change to Council.
The groups aim is to develop
strategic recommendations designed
to ensure that in delivering its goals
as an educational charity the Society
properly reflects and engages with
contemporary audiences, values and
society and that this engagement
takes full account of the need for
diversity and inclusion, particularly
in relation to gender, age and ethnic
origin.
The group members are Nathalie
Cohen FSA, Shahina Farid FSA, Joe
Flatman FSA, Helen Forde FSA,
John Hines FSA, Amara Thornton
FSA, and Linda Grant, the Society’s
Governance Officer.

FELLOWS PLATFORM
We are pleased to report that, due to
feedback, we have introduced some
new features to the Fellows’ platform.
We are now able to offer Fellows the
option to pay their Fellowship
subscriptions on a quarterly basis
using the online payment facility on
the platform. Simply choose whether
you would like to make a quarterly or
annual payment when making your
online payment. Quarterly payments
are due on 1 January, 1 April, 1 July,
and 1 October.
For those Fellows with UK bank
accounts, the only alternative way to
make quarterly payments is by Direct
Debit.
As previously communicated, all
automated card payment
arrangements were cancelled at the
end of 2019. Unfortunately, due to
various factors, including security
and additional legislation we are no
longer able to offer a similar
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arrangement.
Fellows can log in and pay their
Fellowship fees online using Visa,
Mastercard or American Express.
Simply log on to the Fellows’ platform
and click on “Pay Fellowship Fee” at
the top of the page. You will be able
to save your card details should you
wish to use these details again.
Please note that Fellows are unable
to pay previous year’s subscriptions
online. Those still in arrears for 2020
will need to pay by bank transfer or
cheque. Please contact the finance office on finance@sal.org.uk should you
have any queries.
We have also introduced direct
messaging on the platform. This will
enable Fellows to communicate and
network with each other using the
platform itself. You can do this by
clicking the Messaging link along the
top of the page after logging in.

Another exciting feature is the Groups
function. This allows us to create
groups that can be used to share
information, announce events and
communicate. Our regional groups
will be part of this system so if you
have signed up to a regional group
you will be automatically
added to that group on the platform
this Spring. We will share further
news on this feature by email soon.
Finally a reminder that your balloting
area password is separate from your
Fellows’ Platform password: this is
because the balloting system won’t
run on the Fellows’ Platform since
it is a complex bespoke system that
has to duplicate the original balloting
process as laid down in our Statutes.
Please email lgrant@sal.org.uk with
any balloting issues.

NEWS

ARCHEOLOGY

IN

ENGLAND

During 2019–20, a working group of the Society of Antiquaries of London convened
to develop a response to the opportunities and challenges faced by the archaeological
sector in England. We wrote against the background of a decade of sustained growth in
archaeological activity, that has witnessed a simultaneous retrenchment of the public
sector curatorial role in guiding archaeological works. Parallel constraints on museums have meant that the problem of curating archaeological archives remains, indeed
grows with every archaeological intervention.
We developed a manifesto as a contribution to ongoing reflection on these issues,
with the aim of further stimulating discussion and practical action across the sector.
The full manifesto, which can be read on our website, proposes a new model which,
we believe, offers a mechanism that will encourage collaborative working across all
sectors of the profession, enhancing archaeological research and providing
information that will more effectively inform planning decisions. Underpinning this
model is the principle that all archaeological work should ultimately be focused on
public benefit, broadening participation, expanding knowledge and promoting social
cohesion, and making a positive contribution to the lives of communities.
We welcome feedback and comments to manifesto@sal.org.uk

STAFF CHANGES AT BURLINGTON HOUSE

&NOTICES

Frank Waterton joined the Society as our Library
Assistant in February 2020, and became our Reprographics
Assistant in November 2020. Frank graduated from the
University of Hertfordshire with a BA (Hons) in Model
Design. Since leaving university Frank has pursued a career
in academic libraries and museum collections and has been
Library Assistant at both the National Art Library at the V&A,
where he received a diploma in Library and Information
Services, and the Middle Temple Library.
We are delighted to welcome Kat Peterson to the Society
as our first Archivist. Kat has a BA in Philosophy, English
Literature and Linguistics and an MA in Archives and Records
Management (International). She has worked in a wide variety
of archives, including the British Library, German Historical
Institute, Freud Museum and the Sainsbury Archive at the
Museum of London, as well as providing consultancy to
organisations as varied as the Ascension Island Heritage
Society and Sporting Heritage Scotland. She also works as an
editor and translator for the Rothschild Foundation’s Yerusha
Project and for the football quarterly The Blizzard.
Barbara Canepa left the Society in November. During her time as User Services
Librarian, Barbara contributed to managing library loans, dealing with enquiries,
organising library visits, and processing image requests. Barbara also prepared
Library displays and worked very hard during the summer of 2020 to provide a free
postal loans service for Fellows. We wish her all the best with her future endeavours.

Society of Antiquaries of London

FELLOWSHIP NEWS

LEAVE THE SOCIETY A
LEGACY
Making a legacy is straightforward
By remembering the Society in
your Will any contribution you
make will help protect the things
you care about.
Unrestricted Legacies will help
secure the Society’s assets and
activities and enable us to target
key areas that need urgent
attention.
If you would like to discuss
leaving a Legacy please contact
Dominic Wallis
dwallis@sal.org.uk

Last year Mike Pitts FSA stepped down as SALON editor after over 5 years. Mike has
grown this newsletter into one that is avidly read by over 3000 people from around
the world. His journalistic flair proved popular and he never shied away from dealing
with contentious issues. Mike was a joy to work with and we all wish him well with
the future.
Katie Ramsey joined the team as our new SALON editor in
December 2020. Katie is currently Communications and
Advocacy Officer at The Heritage Alliance, a membership
charity that represents the independent Heritage Sector.
Previously, Katie worked as a Policy Researcher for the
Country, Land and Business Association (CLA). She has a
first-class degree in History from Brasenose College, Oxford,
where she frequently chose to focus her study on material
culture.

Registered Charity (207237)

SOCIETY CLOSINGS
& RESPONSE TO
COVID-19
The Society has been following
Government advice on how
to respond to the Coronavirus
(COVID-19) outbreak. Due to
the England-wide lockdown
restrictions implemented by the
Government on 05 January 2021,
Burlington House and the Library
will be closed to all visitors until
lockdown is lifted.
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Lease Campaign
In November the President wrote to all Fellows to update them on the threat posed by the rapidly increasing
rent demanded by our landlord, the Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) for
Burlington House. The President announced that the Society would be launching a public campaign to bring
together the support of a wide group of stakeholders, institutions, organisations and the public – all of whom
share serious concerns about the consequences of a forced move from our home at Burlington House – to exert
pressure on Ministers, guided by the belief that an arrangement acceptable to both the Society and Government
can be found. Fellows were asked to write to their MP, to share campaign details with their networks and to
show support on social media.
We are very pleased to report that the Fellowship has responded magnificently. At the time of writing, 409
letters had been sent to MPs, with 134 replies, the majority of which were supportive. Overseas Fellows have
written directly to the Secretaries of State for MHCLG and the Department of Culture Media and Sport (DCMS),
and many heritage organisations have expressed their support and written to MHCLG or DCMS. The support
of overseas Fellows and regional groups (especially the Scandinavian and Welsh Fellows, who have been very
active) has been particularly heartening. In Westminster, our parliamentary Fellows, led by Tim Loughton MP
and Lord Cormack, have been very active in lobbying ministers and co-ordinating the campaign, and we are
very grateful for all their efforts.
Our media campaign has also been successful, with articles in the Sunday Telegraph, The Times, The Art
Newspaper, The Evening Standard, The Burlington Magazine and on the BBC website, to name just a few.
The results to date have been encouraging, in that Ministers in MHCLG and DCMS are now aware of the issue,
and officials are preparing a series of options on possible long-term solutions. However, we are very conscious
that when finally presented, these “options” may simply be variations on the present lease and rental formula
and would represent no material change in the Society’s long-term ability to remain and invest in Burlington
House.

We will keep this policy under
review and will inform Fellows
of any changes in line with
Governmnet guidelines.

It is therefore imperative that we build on the momentum generated by the excellent start to the campaign, and
that constructive pressure and persuasion is maintained on Ministers and officials. We are very glad to report
that the Geological Society and the Linnean Society will be joining with us later in January to broaden the
appeal and reach of the campaign.

All staff are continuing to work
remotely and can be contacted by
email only. Please note that staff
do not have remote access to the
phone lines.

In summary, we have made an excellent start, but we are under no illusions that an easy solution is in sight. It is
therefore essential that we continue to receive the support of the Fellowship as we move into the next stage of
the campaign. Thank you once again for all your support thus far.

You can find all staff details on
our website:
www.sal.org.uk/about-us/who-weare/our-staff/
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Paul Drury
President
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KELMSCOTT MANOR NEWS

RESEARCH

KELMSCOTT AND MORRIS: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE

EVENT UPDATES

Our contractor, Ken Biggs Ltd,
continues to press on at Kelmscott
Manor despite the ongoing challenges
of COVID-19. Most of the farmyard
is now complete and works are well
underway on the Manor House.
Externally, lead works continue on all
roof areas; the roof valleys and structures have been strengthened; cedar
gutters have been removed for assessment ; and repairs and testing of mortar
samples has established the method of
treatment for external walls.
Inside the Manor, protection to all
floors is finished, including electrical testing and fire safety. Significant
works are underway on the first floor
Marigold Room (temporary exhibition
space) and Cheese Room (accessible
archives). All necessary floor, joinery
and plaster protection is installed, and
all flooring joists have been strengthened. We anticipate having a limited
Christopher Neal is on a six-month
work placement on the project, since
graduating from Ruskin School of Art
and St. Anne’s College, University of
Oxford. Christopher has been working
with experts in a range of different
trades and dealing with many
complex challenges at the Manor.

open season, which will include hard
hat tours of the Manor House from
June to August 2021 and we are working on how to run this safely for staff
and visitors.
We are enormously grateful to all
key staff, who have managed to work
onsite throughout lockdown to keep on
top of maintenance and be on hand to
make decisions on the interior schemes
and finishes. These include the shop,
kitchen, learning space and toilets,
which are now in place.
Kathy Haslam has been working with
Dunia Garcia-Ontiveros and other
collections staff on a combined
Collections Management System (CMS)
for Kelmscott Manor and Burlington
House. She has also developed content
for the new interpretation at the Manor,
which will be reviewed by the Interpretation Design Team.

As the project has progressed, some
alterations to the designs have been
made and these have been agreed
in collaboration with the Architect,
Contractor, Client and Project Board.
The next stage of the project will
include obtaining the furniture and
equipment for the operational aspects
of the project and we have ordered the
first electric shuttle bus to bring visitors
from the car park to the Manor.

Martin Levy, Chairman of the Kelmscott
Manor Campaign Group on site in
Autumn 2020

inside the South Road Barn.
Christopher said ‘the opportunity to
undertake what William Morris would
regard as useful work makes me feel
especially connected to what I’m doing at Kelmscott Manor’.

Practical experience gained so far
includes guttering and valley repairs
on the Manor roof; interior carpentry
to the new Learning & Studio Space;
fitting doors and handles and installing the new service and welfare areas

Christopher Neal’s placement is supported
by the Andrew Loyd Webber Foundation
and The National Lottery Heritage Fund.

17TH-CENTURY FIELD BARN, KELMSCOTT MANOR
Thanks to the generosity of Fellows,
Supporters and Funders £57,000 has
been raised towards the £60,000 cost
of conservation of the 17th-century
Field Barn.
Our aim is to protect the interior,
which appears relatively untouched
and do the minimum alterations to the
barn to avoid potential damage. The
most significant issue is to stabilise the
structure. Options are being explored
to find a solution that is practical and
modest. This will be supported with
sensitive repairs including infilling
holes in the stone tile roof, small
repairs to the original elm cladding
boards, and infilling holes where
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pointing has fallen out of the walls.
If you would like to support this work,
we would be enormously grateful. No
donations are too small!
You can become a Companion of
Kelmscott Manor (£500) your donation will be recorded in perpetuity in a
special ‘Commemorative Companion’
book, or a Benefactor (£5,000) and
your gift will be recorded on a specially commissioned plaque.
Please contact Head of Development
Dominic Wallis: dwallis@sal.org.uk

&

DISSEMINATION

Since the outbreak of COVID-19 we
have been delivering all our lectures
online. Although this does not compare
to face-to-face lectures and the social
enjoyment that comes with this we are
extremely encouraged that our programme has been a huge success.

We have another great programme of
lectures and seminars ahead this year
and are now scheduling our 2022
programme. As always we encourage
Fellows to get in touch with lectures
and seminar proposals by emailing
dwilsonhiggins@sal.org.uk

Online lectures have meant that we
now have an international audience
and our attendance figures have more
than doubled. We have also seen a
huge increase in viewers
following the livestreams, with 25k
views on our YouTube channel in the
last 6 months and 500 new subscribers.

Our extended event programme returns
this year with our now annual
celebration of International Women’s
Day. This year we are delighted to have
Dr Charlotte Hedenstierna-Jonson from
Uppsala University speaking about her
work on women in the Viking Period.
Active men and Emblematizing
women: a reflection on agency,
narrative and interpretations in archaeological practice will take place
on 8 March.

Thank you to all our speakers who
have been so accomodating with the
move to livestream. Thanks also to our
Communications Manager and Director of Research & Publications Chris
Scull FSA, who managed to deliver a
fascinating programme and dealt with
cancellations and postponements
effortlessly.

Our postponed conference Seals and
People of Britain organised by Dr
Elizabeth New FSA and John Cherry
FSA has been rescheduled for two
Monday afternoons 15 March and 22
March.

PUBLICATIONS
Volume 100 of The Antiquaries Journal was published in October 2020.
The centenary issue includes sixteen
research articles, amongst which are a
metallurgical report on finds recovered
from the site of L’anse de la République, France, that provide amongst
the earliest evidence for copper ore
smelting during the Beaker period;
a reappraisal of Charles Thomas’s
excavations on the early Christian site
of Iona; an archaeological survey of
the ornate Kidichi baths on Zanzibar;
and a review of sketches depicting the
camouflage used in Second World War
defensive works in south-west England.
In its concern with the study of the
human past through material culture
and material remains in their broadest sense, The Antiquaries Journal is
uniquely wide-ranging, multi-period
and multi-disciplinary in scope.
Covering the full range of historical
disciplines from earliest prehistory to
the recent past, including—but not
confined to—archaeology, art history,
architectural and buildings history,
conservation, heraldry and the histories
of collecting and intellectual enquiry
into the past, the Journal’s intellectual
breadth and international scope remain
major strengths.
To judge from the number of down-

loads of Journal articles, its readership
stretches far beyond the Society. Since
2018, more than 9,000 institutions
have had access to the Journal, and
online usage continues to grow. In
the first nine months of 2020 alone,
more than 45,000 article downloads
were recorded, with Dawn Hadley and
Julian D Richards’ 2016 article on ‘The
Winter Camp of the Viking Great Army’
at Torksey proving particularly popular!
More content is also becoming available under Open Access agreements.
Volume 100 features four open access
papers—a quarter of the research
articles—ensuring that the important
research has the greatest possible reach
and impact.
This year we have implemented a number of changes to the submissions and
review process. The Journal now operates a fully double-blind peer-review
system through Cambridge University
Press’s online submission portal: ScholarOne. We have seen a large number
of submissions in the second half of
2020 on a huge range of subjects, and
have already started to publish the contents of vol. 101 online. With so many
submissions there is increasing competition for journal space; a situation
we hope will ensure that the Journal
can continue to publish articles that we
judge to be of the highest quality.
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Lost Frontiers and Drowned
Landscapes in Britain and Beyond a
Joint ERC-Society of Antiquaries TwoDay Meeting organised by Prof Geoff
Bailey FSA and Prof Vincent Gaffney
FSA will take place on 6–7 May 2021
We are also hosting the first of a series
of events on contested heritage on 18
June. Intertwined histories: the legacies of colonialism and empire will
have a series of short papers followed
by a keynote paper by Raksha Dave.
Watch this space for further events on
diversity and inclusion this year.

The Staffordshire Hoard: An Anglo
Saxon Treasure has been receiving
praise and we are delighted that it has
jointly won the Historian of British
Art Book Award for an Exemplary
Multi-authored Book.
The monograph has also been
nominated for Book of the Year 2021
in the Current Archaeology Awards.
Congratulations to the other nominees
in all categories, many of whom are
also Fellows of the Society.
For further details and to vote (www.
archaeology.co.uk/awards) Closing
date 8 February.
Congratulations to the academic
editors Chris Fern FSA, Tania Dickinson FSA and Leslie Webster FSA and
all the contributors for both these
wonderful achievments.

LIBRARY

&

COLLECTIONS

The start of a new year seems a good
time to take stock of the previous
year, which brought unprecedented
challenges but also momentous and
positive changes. Repeated closures
of the Library with only intermittent
restricted access to the building and the
collections were frustrating for both our
Fellows and staff. Acquisitions of new
books, cataloguing, and binding all but
stopped.

down in June also made it possible
to begin offering a free postal loan
service.

Agreed loans of our museum objects
to other museums and galleries for
exhibitions planned for 2020 and early
2021 had to be put on hold as did the
regular preservation and conservation
of our collections. Without a daily staff
presence at Burlington House during
the first lockdown, we had to rely on
weekly spot checks to make sure the
building and the collections remained
safe. New photography was impossible for most of the year, so our image
request service has mainly involved
licensing the use of existing images.

Another first for the Society is the
appointment of an Archivist, Kat
Petersen, who will be cataloguing our
institutional archive and exploring
digitisation options.

On the plus side, our staff adjusted
very quickly to the new circumstances.
They continued to respond to enquiries remotely, ensured the delivery of
new online resources such as JSTOR
journals and Archaeopress e-books,
and worked extremely hard on the new
systems. In July we launched our new
library catalogue and a new discovery layer, which offered the ability to
search simultaneously across our physical Library collections and our
e-resources. The end of the first lock-

Recently we have been focussing on
migrating our records for museum
objects and manuscripts to a new
system and on designing a single
search function across all our
collections, to be launched later this
year.

If there is one thing 2020 has taught us,
it’s the importance of online access to
our collections and resources. In 2021
we will focus on the digitisation of our
archives, explore new online resources,
and begin to make our manuscripts
and museum collections visible and
searchable via our website. Work is
also underway on an online exhibition
centred on Henry VIII and we hope
that online exhibitions of both BH and
KM collections will become a regular
feature on our website.
This year we will also begin barcoding
our ca. 130,000 books and journals
and apply to renew the Accredited
status of our BH Museum. We look
forward to hosting our first remote
student placement later this month,
working with postgraduate students on
the Museum and Galleries

Plans to digitise the Minutes of the Society’s meetings
from 1718–1817
£2,000 is needed to digitise the Minute books of the first 100 years of the Society’s meetings. These include remarkable illustrations and engravings alongside
the written minutes. Some of the objects recorded are of enormous historical
significance, such as the Rosetta Stone. They provide a fascinating insight into
how these objects were seen when they were first unearthed and capture both
the thinking at the time as well as the development of collections at institutions
such as the British Museum and The National Gallery.

Library to barcode 130,000 books
Our plan is to increase efficiency, speed up library operations, and avoid errors
in identifying books and serials at a cost of 2 pence per book. Barcodes will
benefit everyone! Thanks to the generosity of Fellows we can now barcode
25,000 books. If you would like to help us complete the job of barcoding the
remaining 105,000 books in the Library, all donations are welcome!

Studies MA course at Kingston
University. Collaborating with the
students on their ‘The Challenge of
Change’ module, we will discuss the
difficulties faced by the heritage sector
and will explore ways to develop and
adapt during difficult times.
As soon as the current restrictions are
lifted, we will reopen the Library again
and hopefully offer our Fellows much
wider access than we were able to last
year. We want to continue to improve
the services we offer and to help us do
this we will be launching a survey in
the next few months, inviting feedback.
Whether we can implement
improvements at BH or use the survey
findings to inform the design of a new
Library, Archive and Museum in new
premises will depend on the
outcome of our campaign to save
BH. If we are unsuccessful, much of
our time and energy will have to go
towards planning the relocation of our
collections and services.

OBJECTS ON THE
MOVE
The Society believes in making its
collections widely available and
runs an active loans programme,
contributing to exhibitions and
displays at venues in the UK and
across the globe.
We welcome requests to lend
items from the collection to exhibitions and displays that are open to
the general public and contribute
to knowledge and understanding
of their subject. Please contact
the Museum Collections Manager
for information on our terms and
conditions of loan.
Due to the disruption caused by
the COVID-19 pandemic and
subsequent closures, the Society’s
2020/2021 loans programme has
been paused. We are working with
borrowing venues to ensure that
all exhibitions scheduled for this
year can take place when restrictions have been lifted.

To support our Library projects please contact Dominic Wallis: dwallis@sal.org.
uk
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